FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MEET A SCIENTOLOGIST IS “FEELING IT”
WITH SKATEBOARDER AARON KYRO
Los Angeles, CA – October 9, 2018 – Scientology Network’s MEET A
SCIENTOLOGIST, the weekly series spotlighting the everyday lives of
Scientologists from around the world and all walks of life, announces an
episode featuring acclaimed skateboarder and YouTube star, Aaron Kyro, on
October 9, 2018.
MEET A SCIENTOLOGIST airs Tuesdays at 8 p.m. ET/PT on Scientology
Network.
Aaron Kyro has combined his dual passions of skateboarding and filmmaking
to become an internet sensation. His wildly popular YouTube channel has
over 3.5 million subscribers and his videos have amassed over 900 million
views. Through his instructional videos and the nonprofit he founded, Aaron is
fulfilling his goal to teach others the world over how to ride.
ABOUT AARON KYRO
When Aaron Kyro was just six years old sitting in the backseat of a car, he
watched three kids ride by on skateboards. He thought it was the coolest thing
he’d ever seen. But where he grew up, a small town in Montana,
skateboarding was considered a sport for slackers. Still, Aaron would not be
deterred, practicing whenever and wherever he could. As a teenager, he
convinced his city council to allocate $25,000 to build a skatepark for the
community, and each summer he would make skateboarding videos on VHS.
To enhance his video-making skills, he attended film school in Vancouver,
Canada, for a year before moving to San Francisco to become a professional
skateboarder. After a few years of piecing together part-time jobs with small
sponsorships, Aaron’s video tutorials catapulted him into YouTube stardom.
As someone who was well-versed in L. Ron Hubbard’s Study Technology, he
applied its procedures to skateboarding, allowing him to teach others the most
difficult of tricks. Aaron went on to start a company, Braille Skateboarding,
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(the name was inspired by the common skateboarding expression, “I’m feeling
it.”) Now he’s riding high, fulfilling his purpose of turning the world on to
skateboarding, running a school to teach the tricks of his trade and a nonprofit
that gives away skateboards to kids in need.
______________
The Scientology Network debuted on March 12, 2018. Since launching, the
Scientology Network has been viewed in 237 countries and territories
worldwide in 17 languages. Satisfying the curiosity of people about
Scientology, the network takes viewers across six continents, spotlighting the
everyday lives of Scientologists; showing the Church as a global organization;
and presenting its social betterment programs that have touched the lives of
millions worldwide. The network also showcases documentaries by
Independent filmmakers who represent a cross section of cultures and faiths,
but share a common purpose of uplifting communities.
Broadcast from Scientology Media Productions, the Church’s global media
center in Los Angeles, the Scientology Network can be streamed at
scientology.tv and is available through satellite television, mobile apps and via
the Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV platforms.
CONTACT:
Media Relations
(323) 960-3500
mediarelations@churchofscientology.net
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